
March 2014 General Chair Report:

Spoke with several coaches re: PVS SC Jr. / Sr. Champs current format and facility. Suggested that our

Senior and Age Group chairs add this to discussion topics at the May CCM and our Coach Reps bring

some feedback to the meeting. Once again, the 10 minute breaks that were added to the competition

pool helped alleviate the overcrowded conditions in the warm-up / cool-down pool at GMU.

PVS Coach Rep elections were not run at SCY Champs meet or JO meet. This will have to be done this

summer at LC Champs and LC JO meets.

There was a mix up with JO Medals and 18&U Champs medals. The JO Medals were accidentally given

out at 18&U Champs and therefore were not available for JO’s. Since not a single athlete or parent has

yet to comment about this mix up, it makes me wonder if we even need to give out medals for 18&U

champs. The 18&U champ medals for this season can be used for next season since no date is on the

medal. PVS will need to re-order the JO medals but it will be several weeks before we will get them in.

Room reservations have been made for the Eastern Zone Spring Meeting in Ft. Lauderdale. All

attendees should make their own travel arrangements and save all business receipts to turn over to our

Controller for reimbursement.

I sent a note to all HOD Reps informing them of the date and time of the HOD meeting in May. The

meeting was changes from the 21st to the 20th due to an unforeseen circumstance. This will be a 1 day

turnaround from our BOD meeting to HOD so please help Terri out by having all your info that needs to

go out to the HOD to her ASAP.

Volume 6 of the PVS Newsletter went out on March 3rd and post to PVS website on the 4th.

Bill Marlin

General Chair




